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E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry Conditions1 IntrodutionCooperating distributed grammar systems (CD grammar systems, for short) are dis-tributed models of language whih were motivated by the syntati properties of theblakboard arhitetures known from the theory of ooperative distributed problemsolving [5℄. A blakboard arhiteture onsists of several autonomous agents whihjointly solve a problem in turn, in suh way that the agents have aess to a globaldatabase, alled the blakboard, whih stores information on the atual state of theproblem solution and the problem solving proess. The problem is solved by modify-ing the ontents of the blakboard step by step. Furthermore, the blakboard is theonly mean of ommuniation among the agents. A ooperating distributed grammarsystem is a onstrution, where several grammars jointly generate words of a lan-guage, in turn, in suh way that any moment of time exatly one grammar performsa derivation step on the atual sentential form. This grammar is hosen aording tothe ooperation protool of the grammars in the system, to the so-alled derivationmode or ooperation strategy. Aording to this model, the grammars orrespondto the agents, the sentential form in generation orresponds to the blakboard, andthe generated language represents the set of possible problem solutions.The idea of ooperating grammars dates bak to 1978, when Meersman andRozenberg [12℄, motivated by the theory of two-level grammars, introdued thisterm, but the theory has only been extensively and intensively explored after thenCsuhaj-Varj�u and Dassow [5℄ introdued the notion in a more general form namely, asa ooperating/distributed grammar system, and related that to the above oneptsof distributed arti�ial intelligene, to the blakboard arhitetures. The interestedreader an �nd further information in [7℄ and [10℄. An on-line annotated bibliographyon the area an be found at [8℄, see http://www.sztaki.hu/mms/bib.html.Sine the beginnings, ooperation protools based on the ompetene (apability)of the omponent grammars in rewriting have outstanding role in the theory. Agrammar is said to be ompetent on a string, if it is able to rewrite at least onenonterminal ourrene in it, and thus, the ompetene level of a grammar on astring is the number of di�erent nonterminal ourrenes in this word that an berewritten by its prodution set.For example, in [12℄ the ooperation protool in the CD grammar system isde�ned as follows: a grammar is allowed to start with the derivation only if it isable to rewrite any nonterminal ourrene in the generated string, that is, theomponent is fully ompetent on the word, and it has to stop with the work if itdoes not have this property anymore. Later, this ooperation protool was alled sf -mode of derivation [1℄. These CD grammar systems with ontext-free omponentsdetermine the lass of programmed languages with appearane heking.Aording to the ooperation protool in [5℄, the grammar is allowed to startthe generation if it is ompetent on the string and it has to ontinue the derivationas long as it has this property. These ontext-free CD grammar systems prove tobe essentially less powerful than the previous ones, they generate the lass of ET0Llanguages. This derivation mode is alled t-derivation (terminal mode of derivation)and it is one of the most extensively investigated ooperation protools.Continuing this line of investigations, in [6℄ the power of a derivation mode,2



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry Conditionsthe so-alled max-mode of derivation, is examined where the ative grammar isalways a one with the highest ompetene among the other omponents and it hasto ontinue the derivation until and unless it does not loose this property. Thegenerative power of these systems is between the power of the two previous variantsof CD grammar systems, namely, they de�ne a lass of languages inluded in thelass of languages of ET0L systems with random ontext onditions. A series ofpapers, [2℄, [3℄, and [4℄ disussed ooperation protools, where the grammars anstart with the derivation if they have a presribed level of ompetene and loosethe right for ontinuing the derivation if they do not have the property anymore.These are the CD grammar systems with (= k; omp)-mode, (� k; omp)-mode, and(� k; omp)-modes of derivation. For example, in [2℄ it is shown that if the presribedlevel of ompetene is exatly 2, then these CD grammar systems are as powerfulas the CD grammar systems with sf -mode of derivations, that is, they generate thelass of programmed language with appearane heking. That is, even a small levelof presribed ompetene leads to the same power as the demand of full ompetene.In [3℄, however, it is proved that if the presribed level of ompetene is given asan upper or a lower bound, then, for ompetene level 2, the lass of languages ofrandom ontext ET0L systems is de�ned by these systems. This lass of languagesis inluded in the lass of programmed languages with appearane heking, but theproblem of the properness of the inlusion is still open.As a ontinuation of the previous works, the power of a derivation mode isinvestigated in this paper where a omponent is allowed to start the generation onlyif it has a presribed level of ompetene and it is allowed to �nish the work if it isnot ompetent anymore. It is shown, that if the presribed level of ompetene ofthe grammar to start the derivation is equal to k or is at least k, for k � 2; then theseCD grammar systems are as powerful as the ET0L systems with random ontextonditions. But, if this ompetene level is exatly 1; or at least 1; or at most kfor k � 2; then the lass of ET0L languages is determined by these onstrutions.Notie that the ase when the ompetene level of the grammar on the string isat least one when it starts with the derivation and �nishes the work when it isno ompetent on the string in generation anymore is exatly the working mode byt-derivation.2 Basi de�nitionsThroughout the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with formal languagetheory. For further information onsult [7, 11, 14℄.The set of nonempty words over an alphabet V is denoted by V +, if the emptystring, �; is inluded, then we use notation V �: A set of strings L � V � is said to bea language over V:For a string w 2 V �, we denote the length of w by jwj, and for a set of symbolsU � V we denote by jwjU the number of ourrenes of letters U in w:For a �nite language L; the number of strings in L is denoted by ard(L):We speify a ontext-free grammar by G = (N;T; P; S), where N is the set ofnonterminals, T is the set of terminals, P is the set of ontext-free produtions3



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry Conditionsand S is the start symbol. We use the notation dom(P ) for the set fA 2 N jthere is a prodution A! � 2 Pg:We also will refer to the notion of an ET0L system. An ET0L system is ann + 3-tuple G = (N;T; P1; : : : ; Pn; w); with n � 1, where N and T are de�ned asin the ase of ontext-free grammars, that is, the set of nonterminals and terminals,w 2 (N [ T )� is the axiom (the initial word), and Pi; for 1 � i � n; is a ompleteset of ontext-free produtions over (N [ T )�: This means that for any symbolX 2 (N [ T ), the prodution set Pi has a rule with X being on its left-hand side.The diret derivation in an ET0L system G is de�ned as follows: For two stringsx = x1 : : : xr and y = y1 : : : ; yr; with r � 1; where xi 2 (N [ T ); yi 2 (N [ T )�;1 � i � r; we say that x diretly derives y, denoted by x =)G y; if xi ! yi 2 Pjholds for 1 � i � r; for some j; 1 � j � r:By an ET0L system with random ontext onditions or a random ontext ET0Lsystem, in short, we mean an n+ 3-tuple G = (N;T;Q1 : P1; : : : ; Qn : Pn; w); withn � 1, where N , T; w; and Pi; 1 � i � n; are de�ned in the same way as for usualET0L systems, and Qi is a �nite (possibly empty) set of symbols from (N [ T ),alled the random ontext ondition assoiated to the table Pi, for 1 � i � n: Thediret derivation in a random ontext ET0L system is de�ned in the same way asfor usual ET0L systems, exept that a table Pi, for 1 � i � n, an be applied in aderivation step x =)G y; if and only if eah symbol of Qi has at least one ourrenein x. If Qi is the empty set, then no ontext hek is neessary; in this ase we anomit the indiation of the ontext ondition.If no onfusion an arise, we an omit the subsript G from the above notations=)G :For a grammar or a system G; of the above types, L(G) denotes the languagegenerated by G:In the following we shall introdue the notion of a ontext-free CD grammarsystem where the omponents ooperate aording to a derivation strategy whih isbased on the ompetene level of the omponent grammars in rewriting, related tothe urrent string in generation. We �rst need an auxiliary notion from [6℄.De�nition 2.1 Let G = (N;T; P; S) be a ontext-free grammar and let w 2 (N [T )�: We say that prodution set P is of ompetene level k on w; k � 0; if jdom(P )\alphN (w)j = k holds.Throughout, we use notation lev(P;w) = k to denote that P is with ompetenelevel k on w.In other words, prodution set P is of ompetene level k on w if there are exatlyk di�erent nonterminals of G with an ourrene in w suh that these symbols anbe rewritten by a prodution in P . If lev(P;w) � 1; then we say P is ompetenton w: If k = 0, then either the prodution set is not ompetent on the string havingat least one nonterminal ourrene or the string is a terminal word (inluding theempty word).Now we de�ne the notion of a ontext-free CD grammar system. We give thede�nition in a slightly di�erent form from that an be found in [7℄ or in [10℄, sinethese CD grammar systems may use words longer than one as axioms. The reason4



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry Conditionsof de�ning the onept in this way is to provide a suÆiently onvenient startingmehanism whih is also onsistent with the ustomary de�nitions of the di�erentvariants of ET0L systems. We note that both in the ase of t-derivations and inthe ase of sf -mode of derivations the generative power of ontext-free CD grammarsystems does not hange if the system may start from a longer axiom than a symbol.By a ontext-free CD grammar system we mean an n+ 3-tuple � = (N;T; P1;: : : ; Pn; w); with n � 1; where N; T , w are the set of nonterminals, the set ofterminals and the axiom, as in the ase of ET0L systems, and Pi; with 1 � i � n;are �nite sets of ontext-free produtions over (N [ T ), alled the omponents ofthe system. Observe that the quadruple Gi = (N;T; Pi; w); for 1 � i � n, withN;T; Pi; w; as above, an be onsidered as a ontext-free grammar with word asaxiom therefore we an also speak about a omponent grammar or a grammar ofthe CD grammar system.For two sentential forms, u and v over (N [ T )�, we say v is diretly derived(derived) from u in � denoted by u =)� v (u =)�� v), if there is a omponent Pi;1 � i � n; suh v is generated from u by a diret derivation step (by a derivation)using prodution set Pi.Now we de�ne the ooperation protool where the omponent grammar startsits work if it has a presribed level of ompetene and �nishes the derivation if it isnot ompetent on the string in generation anymore.De�nition 2.2 Let � = (N;T; P1; : : : Pn; w); withn � 1; be a ontext-free CD gram-mar system and let x; y be two sentential forms over (N [ T )�. For k � 1; we saythat y is diretly derived from x in � in the (= k; t)-mode of derivation, denotedby x (=k;t)=) � y; if the following onditions hold: there is a omponent Pi in �, with1 � i � n; suh that1. lev(Pi; x) = k and2. lev(Pi; y) = 0 or, in other words, there is no word z 2 (N [ T )� suh that zan be diretly derived from y in Pi by applying a rule of Pi.We say that the above diret derivation step is a (� k; t)-mode of diret derivationstep or a (� k; t)- mode of diret derivation step, respetively, if ondition (1) ismodi�ed as lev(Pi; x) � k or lev(Pi; x) � k, respetively.For f 2 f= k;� k;� k j k � 1g, we denote by (f;t)=)�� the transitive reexivelosure of (f;t)=)�. If no onfusion an arise, then we an omit � from the previousnotations.De�nition 2.3 Let � = (N;T; P1; : : : Pn; w); with n � 1; be a ontext-free CDgrammar system.The language L(f;t)(�), alled the language of � in the (f; t)- mode of derivation,for f 2 f= k;� k;� k j k � 1g, is de�ned as follows:L(f;t)(�) = fu 2 T � j w (f;t)=)�� ug:5



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry ConditionsThat is, the language of an above type of CD grammar systems onsists of thoseterminal words whih, after starting the derivation from the axiom, an be obtainedby an (f; t)-mode of derivation. If there is no omponent with ompetene level fon w, then the generated language is empty.To help the reader in understanding, we show an example.Example 2.1 Let � = (fS;X;X 0; Y; Y 0g; fa; b; g; P1 ; P2; P3; S) be a CD grammarsystem, with P1 = fS ! XY;X 0 ! aXb; Y 0 ! Y g;P2 = fX ! X 0; Y ! Y 0g;P3 = fX ! ab; Y ! g:Then, L(=2;t)(�) = L(�2;t)(�) = L(�2;t)(�) = fanbnn j n � 1g: But L(=3;t)(�) =L(�3;t)(�) = ;; however L(�3;t)(�) = fanbnn j n � 1g.Before turning to the results, we introdue some notations.We denote the lass of ontext-free languages and the lass of ET0L languagesby L(CF ) and L(ET0L). The lass of languages of random ontext ET0L systemswithout �-rules is denoted as L(RC;ET0L), if �-rules are allowed then we denotethe orresponding language lass by L(RC;ET0L; �). If in the statement we wouldlike to refer to both ases, then we use notation L(RC;ET0L; [�℄).Similarly, for f 2 f= k;� k;� k j k � 1g, we denote by L(f;t)(CF ) the lass oflanguages generated by ontext-free CD grammar systems with omponents without�-rules in the (f; t)-mode of derivations. If the �-rules are allowed, then the notationof the language lass is L(f;t)(CF; �), and if we would like to refer to both ases,then we write L(f;t)(CF; [�℄).It is known by the literature that L(CF ) � L(ET0L) � L(RC;ET0L; �). More-over, the �-rules have no relevane in the ase of ontext-free grammars and that ofET0L systems, the generated lasses of languages are the same with and without�-rules.3 ResultsWe study the generative apaity of CD grammar systems working under the (f; t)-mode of derivations, where f 2 f= k;� k;� kg for k � 1: We prove that forderivation modes = k and � k with k � 2 these CD grammar lasses determine thelass of languages generated by random ontext ET0L systems, while in the aseof derivation modes f 0 2 f= 1;� 1g [ f� k j k � 1g a signi�antly less generativepower, namely the generative power of ET0L systems an be obtained.Lemma 3.11. L(f;t)(CF; [�℄) � L(RC;ET0L; [�℄); where f 2 f= k;� k j k � 1g;2. L(�k;t)(CF; [�℄) � L(ET0L); where k � 1:6



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry ConditionsProof. We start with the ase of (= k; t)-derivations where k � 1:Let � = (N;T; P1; : : : ; Pn; w) be a CD grammar systems working in the (= k; t)-mode of derivation, where k � 1: We onstrut an (RC;ET0L; [�℄) system G =(N 0; T;Q1 : H1; : : : ; Qr : Hr; w); with r � 1; suh that L(=k;t)(�) = L(G) holds.G is de�ned as follows. To help the legibility, we list only the tables of G.Let us de�ne for every letter A 2 (N[T ), every set of symbolsM with ard(M) =k and M � dom(Pi); 1 � i � n; new symbols (A; i;M). For a word w = x1 : : : xm;with xi 2 (N [ T ), 1 � i � m; let (w; i;M) = (x1; i;M) : : : ; (xm; i;M) and let(�; i;M) = �:Let us de�ne tablesHPi;M;1 =M : fA! (A; i;M) j A 2 (M [ T [ (N n dom(Pi)))g [ fA! F j A 2(dom(Pi) nM)g,HPi;M;2 = f(A; i;M) ! (w; i;M) j A 2 N;A ! w 2 Pig [ f(B; i;M) !(B; i;M) j B 2 (N [ T )g; and, �nallyHPi;M;3 = f(A; i;M) ! A j A 2 T [ (N n dom(Pi))g [ f(A; i;M) ! F j A 2dom(Pi)g:We show that any derivation in � an be simulated with a derivation in G: Letv be a sentential form generated in � and let us suppose that a omponent of �just �nished the derivation by obtaining v. Then, either v is a terminal word, or toobtain a terminal word, some of the omponents, say Pi, 1 � i � n; must ontinuethe derivation. But this is possible if and only if there are exatly k elements indom(Pi) whih have an ourrene in v. But this ondition holds if and only if forsomeM; withM � dom(Pi); ard(M) = k; tableHPi;M;1 an be applied to v and theresulted string, v0, does not ontain any ourrene of the trap symbol, F: Supposethat this is the ase, that is, the appliation of table HPi;M;1 resulted in sententialform v0 without any ourrene of F: Then, the derivation in G ontinues withthe subsequent appliation of table HPi;M;2 whih orresponds to a derivation in �performed by Pi. In CD grammar system �, omponent Pi stops with the derivationif it has no more produtions appliable to the sentential form. This takes plaeexatly in the ase when table HPi;M;3 an be applied to a sentential form withoutintroduing an ourrene of F: Thus, we an see that the subsequent appliation oftables HPi;M;1; then HPi;M;2 several times and, �nally, HPi;M;3 simulates a (= k; t)derivation performed by omponent Pi in �:Moreover, it is also easy to see that any sentential form over (N [ T ) in G isa sentential form in � and reversely. (The axiom, w; is the same for both genera-tive mehanisms.) Thus, � and G generate the same language. Notie that if thelanguage of � is the empty set, then it is the language of G as well.For the ase of (� k; t)-derivations, the result an be obtained by replaing tableHPi;M;1 with table H 0Pi;M;1 =M : fA! (A; i;M) j A 2 (N [ T )g.For the ase of (� k; t) derivations, we an obtain the result by modifying tableHPi;M;1 as follows:H 0Pi;M;1 = fA ! (A; i;M) j A 2 (M [ T [ (N n dom(Pi)))g [ fA ! F j A 2(dom(Pi) nM)g.The reader an observe that if the CD grammar system � has �-rules, then therandom ontext ET0L system or the ET0L system G has �-rules as well, otherwiseboth systems are without �-rules. 7



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry ConditionsNow we prove that random ontext ET0L systems an be simulated with CD gram-mar systems with �-rules using the (= k; t)-mode of derivations and the (� k; t)-mode of derivations for k � 2:Lemma 3.2 L(RC;ET0L; [�℄) � L(f;t)(CF; �);where f 2 f= k;� k j k � 2g:Proof. As in the previous ase, we start with the ase of (= k; t)-derivations; weprove �rst the statement for k = 2: Let G = (N;T;Q1 : H1; : : : ; Qn : Hn; w), wheren � 2; be a random ontext ET0L system.Without the loss of generality we may assume that Qj � N; and any produtionin Hj; 1 � j � n� 1; is over N and for Qn : Hn it holds that Qn = ; and Hn is theset of produtions A! a; with A 2 N and a 2 T:(That is, no terminal symbol appears in any table Hj; 1 � j � n�1; it is the lasttable Hn whih introdues the terminal symbols.) Suppose that G is of the aboveform.Moreover, we also may assume without the loss of generality that Qj 6= ; for1 � j � n� 1: If this is not the ase for some j; then we add tables fAg : Hj for anynonterminal letter A to the set of tables.Now we onstrut a CD grammar system � = (N 0; T; P1; : : : ; Pr; w0); r � 1; suhthat L(G) = L(=k;t)(�). The idea of the onstrution of � is as follows.For eah table Qi : Hi of G, where 1 � i � n; and for eah M � (N [ T ) withQi � M; we shall de�ne a group of omponents PM;i of �. These grammars aredediated to simulate the appliation of table Qi : Hi to sentential forms v withalph(v) =M .Moreover, for any terminating derivation w = u1 =) : : : =) un = u 2 T � inG, where n � 1; the simulating derivation in � will be of the form w0 = BwC =Bu1C =)� : : : =)� BunC =) un = u; that is, the sentential forms uj , 1 � j �n� 1; in G orrespond to sentential forms BujC in �, where B and C new lettersnot in (N [ T ).Now we onstrut the omponents of �: First, let a for eah pair (Qi;M); with1 � i � n; and M � (N [ T ); de�ned above, with ard(M) = si;M , let us de�nenew letters (B; i;M; 1); : : : ; (B; i;M; 2si;M ):LetM = fA1; : : : ; Asi;M g; and without the loss of generality we may assume thatA1; : : : ; Aj ; are the letters being elements of Qi; where 1 � j � si;M .Now, let us de�ne omponents in PM;i as follows.Let P1;M;i have the following rules:B ! (B; i;M; 1), A1 ! (A; i;M; 1); and X ! F; for any letter from ((N [ T ) nM):(This omponent grammar is for heking whether or not symbol A1 appearsin the sentential form and also heks whether or not the sentential form is overalphabet M: Notie that it is not guaranteed that any letter from M ours in thesentential form.) 8



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry ConditionsThen, for j = 2; : : : ; si;M we de�ne Pj;M;i with rules (B; i;M; j�1)! (B; i;M; j);Aj ! (A; i;M; j):(These omponents are for heking whether or not letters A2; : : : ; Asi;M fromM appear in the sentential form.)For l = si;M + 1; : : : ; 2si;M , we de�ne Pl;M;i with rules (B; i;M; l � 1) !(B; i;M; l) and (A; i;M; l � si;M)! �; for Al�si;M ! � in Qi : Hi:Finally, let Pl;M;2si;M with rules (B; i;M; 2si;M )! B) and (A; i;M; 2si;M )! �;for Al�si;M ! � in Qi : Hi:(These last omponents simulate the appliation of table Hi:)To remove the marker symbols from the sentential form and to hek whetherthe other letter ourrenes in it are only terminal letters, we de�ne a dediatedomponent, Pfin with rules B ! �; C ! �; and A! F; for any letter A 2 N:Now we show that any terminating derivation in G an be simulated by a termi-nating derivation in �: Suppose that we would like to apply table Qi : Hi, 1 � i � n;to a sentential form v at some stage of a derivation in G. The appliation is su-essful is any letter from Qi appears in v, and then, by using produtions of Hi, anyletter in v is rewritten in parallel.This derivation step will be simulated in � as follows. First, we guess thatalph(v) = M and then we onsider the dediated group of omponents Pi;M . Ob-viously, if we guess that v is over another alphabet, say, M1, then we turn to thegroup of produtions, Pi;M1 : These groups of produtions are onstruted in suhway that any letter from M but not more has to our in v, thus, the ases wherethe alphabets have ommon symbols are separated.Moreover, Qi � M holds by de�nition, thus ondition Qi of table Hi need notto be separately heked under the simulation.Now, the �rst omponent in Pi;M , P1;M;i heks if the �rst letter of M appearsin the sentential form and no other letter from (N [ T ) nM has an ourrene init. This is done in suh way that this grammar an start with the derivation (it is=2-ompetent on the sentential form) only in this ase. Then, the grammar rewritesmarker symbol B and also any ourrene of the previously mentioned nonterminal,say A1; to be an indexed version.After this, only omponents Pj;M;i, for j = 2; : : : ; si;M ; where ard(M) = si;M ;an follow in suession, and they rewrite the indexed version of marker symbol Bonto a orresponding indexed version (they realize a ounting) and at the same timethey rewrite the so far non-indexed versions of the next orresponding nonterminalsfrom M onto their indexed versions.If any of these grammars annot start with the derivation, then the simulationaborts and this means that our guess M = alph(v) was wrong.But if these grammars suessfully �nish their work, then we obtain a sententialform of the form DvC; where D and v0 are indexed versions of B and v, provingthat alph(v) =M; and Qi �M; that is, table Qi : Hi an be applied to v:Then, the derivation in � ontinues by the work of omponents Pl;M;i, wherel = si;M + 1; : : : ; 2si;M in suession. These grammars rewrite the indexed versionsof letters from (N [ T ) onto words over (N [ T ) that orrespond to the right-handside of the produtions in Hi; and modify the indexed version of marker symbol B.The grammar in the group ativated last time rewrites the indexed version of B9



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry Conditionsonto B and simulates the appliation of the orresponding produtions.Under the above phase of the derivation no omponents of � from other groupsan be ativated, thus the suessful derivation performed by elements of Pi;M or-responds to a orret simulation of the appliation of table Qi : Hi to a sententialform v with alph(v) =M:The reader an observe, that the above proedure an be repeated, by using thesame or di�erent groups of omponents of �, thus derivations in G an be orretlysimulated by derivations in �: By the onstrution of the grammars of �, we alsoan see that any derivation in � orresponds to a derivation in G and reversely.To �nish the derivation, omponent Pfin has to be ative. But this is possible ifand only if the only two nonterminals in the sentential form are B and C.Thus, we proved that L(=2;t)(�) = L(G):The above onstrution gives a proof for the ase (� 2; t) as well, thus thestatement holds for k = 2:For the ase of k � 3; we make the following modi�ations: we add furthermarkers to inrease the ompetene level of the omponents from 2 to k. That is,instead of markers B and C, we use markers B1; : : : Bk�1 at the beginning, that is,the axiom of G will have the form B1B2 : : : Bk�1wC: Then, we modify the otheromponents aording to this hange, that is, we also take into onsiderations theindexed versions the markers B1; : : : ; Bk�1: The modi�ed proof works for the (= k; t)and for the (� k; t) derivations for k � 3:By the previous two results we obtain the following theorem.Theorem 3.1 L(RC;ET0L; �) = L(f;t)(CF; �);where f 2 f= k;� k j k � 2g:Now we prove that for the ase of k � 1 CD grammar systems using the (� k; t)-mode of derivations determine the lass of ET0L languages. Moreover, this is thelanguage lass of CD grammar systems working with the (= 1; t)-mode of derivationsor the (� 1; t)-mode of derivations as well.Theorem 3.2 L(ET0L) = L(f;t)(CF; [�℄);where f 2 f= 1;� 1g [ f� k j k � 1g:Proof. We �rst start with the ase of (� 1; t) derivations.By de�nition, L(�1;t)(CF; [�℄) = Lt(CF; [�℄); thus L(�1;t)(CF; [�℄) = L(ET0L):Now, we prove that the generated language lass does not hange if onsider (= 1; t)-mode of derivations or (� 1; t)-mode of derivations. Notie that it is suÆient togive the proof for the ase of (= 1; t)-mode of derivation, by de�nition, the statementfollows for (� 1; t)-mode of derivations as well.We �rst show that inlusion L(=1;t)(CF; [�℄) � L(ET0L) holds. Let, for n � 1,� = (N;T; P1; : : : ; Pn; w) be a CD grammar system working in the (= 1; t)-modeof derivation. We onstrut an ET0L system G = (N 0; T;H1; : : : ;Hr; w0); with10



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry Conditionsr � 1; suh that L(=1;t)(�) = L(G) holds. The proof is analogous to the proof ofLemma 3.1.G is onstruted as follows. To help the legibility, again, we list only the tablesof G. Let us de�ne for every symbol A 2 (N [ T )); 1 � i � n; a new symbol(A; i), and let us denote for w = x1 : : : xm; with xi 2 (N [ T ); where 1 � i � m,(w; i) = (x1; i) : : : ; (xm; i) and let (�; i) = �: Let F be a new nonterminal, the trapsymbol.Let us de�ne tablesHPi;A;1 = fA ! (A; i)g [ fD ! (D; i) j D 2 ((N [ T ) n dom(Pi))g [ fB ! F jB 2 (dom(Pi) n fAg)g,HPi;A;2 = f(A; i) ! (w; i) j A 2 N;A ! w 2 Pig [ f(B; i) ! (B; i) j B 2(N [ T )g; and, �nallyHPi;A;3 = f(A; i)! A j A 2 T [ (N n dom(Pi))g [ f(A; i)! F j A 2 dom(Pi)g:Using analogous arguments to the proof of Lemma 3.1., it is easy to see that theappliation of table HPi;A;1 without introduing the trap symbol, F , orrespondsto the ase when omponent Pi is exatly 1-ompetent on a sentential form, withnonterminal A providing the ompetene. Then, we also an easily see, that theappliation of table HPi;A;2 orresponds to a derivation performed by Pi, ontinuingthe one that started before, and, �nally, the appliation of table HPi;A;3 withoutintroduing the trap symbol means that Pi stopped with the derivation after per-forming a t-derivation. Similarly to the argumentation used in the proof of Lemma3.1, we an show that L(=1;t)(�) = L(G) holds. Obviously, the same proof an beused for proving the statement for the ase of (� 1; t)-derivations.Now we prove that the reverse inlusion, that is, L(ET0L) � L(=1;t)(CF; [�℄)holds. The proof is based on similar onsiderations as the proof of Lemma 3.2.Let G = (N;T;H1; : : : ;Hn; w), with n � 1; be an ET0L system. We onstrut aCD grammar system � = (N 0; T; P1; : : : ; Pr; w0); with r � 1; suh that L(=1;t)(�) =L(G) holds.For eah table Hi; 1 � i � n; and for eah subsetM of (N[T ), we shall onstruta group of omponents Pi;M of � whih is dediated to simulate the appliation oftable Hi to a sentential form v with alph(v) =M: For this reason, we introdue newletters (A; i;M) and (A; i;M)0 for eah letter A 2 (N [T ); eah table Hi; 1 � i � n;and for eah M � (N [ T ): Moreover, for any table Hi and any set M , de�ned asabove, we introdue new marker symbols (B; i;M).Now we onstrut the omponents in Pi;M as follows. Let us assume that M =fA1; : : : ; Arg; r � 1: First, let Pi;M;0 with the only prodution B ! (B; i;M): (Thisomponent indiates that we simulate the appliation of table Hi to a sententialform over alphabet M:Then, for 1 � j � r; where ard(M) = r; we setPi;M;j with produtions Aj ! (Aj ; i;M); (Al; i;M) ! F; for l > j; 1 � l � n;Ah ! F; 1 � h < j; B ! F ,and (B; j;M 0) for 1 � j 6= i � n; and M 0 6= M; withM 0 � N:(These omponents rewrite the letters ourring in the sentential form to theirindexed version; the rewriting is possible only if the omponents follow the order ofsymbols A1; : : : ; Ar; and for eah symbol Ar there is at least one ourrene in thesentential form.) 11



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer CDGS with Competene Based Entry ConditionsThe next omponent in Pi;M is Pi;M; with prodution (B; i;M)! (B; i;M)0.(This omponent indiates that the previous "olouring" proedure has been�nished, and the simulation of the appliation of the produtions will follow.)To do this, we de�ne a series of omponents as follows: for 1 � j � r we setP 0i;M;j with produtions (Aj ; i;M ! �); where Aj ! � 2 Hi; and � is the primedversion of �, and (Al; i;M)! F; for l > j:(These omponents rewrite the indexed versions of the symbols aording to theprodutions in table Hi.)Finally, there is a omponent Pi;M;fin with the only prodution (B; i;M)0 ! B:(This omponent resets the marker symbol, B:)In order to guarantee the orret simulation of the ET0L system, we de�ne theaxiom w0 of the CD grammar system � as w0 = wB, and we add a further omponentPfin with produtions B ! F and X ! F for any letter X whih is not a terminalsymbol.We an easily see that the terminating derivations in � simulate the terminatingderivations in G and only that. The derivation in � an start with the work ofomponent P0;i;M for some i; 1 � i � n, whih by introduing the marker symbol(B; i;M) indiates that the simulation of the appliation of tableHi follows. Supposenow that the urrent sentential form is v(B; i;M), where v 2 (N [ T )�. Then,prodution sets Pi;M;j must follow eah other, heking whether alph(v) =M holds.If no trap symbol is introdued, then the marker symbol (B; i;M) is hanged for(B; i;M)0, and the next series of omponents, P 0i;M;j rewrite the indexed versions ofthe letters inM aording to the orresponding produtions inHi. These produtionsets must follow eah other in suession, no other produtions set an be ativeduring this phase of the derivation without introduing the trap symbol, F . Afterthe end of this derivation phase, the marker symbol will be reset to B, and theproedure is repeated as many times as neessary to obtain a terminal word withprodution set Pfin. The omponents of � were de�ned in suh way that only thederivations desribed above lead to terminal words. Thus, � and G determine thesame language. Hene, we proved the result.The reader an notie that the proof of the inlusion L(ET0L) � L(=1;t)(CF; [�℄)above is a proof for the inlusion L(ET0L) � L(�k;t)(CF; [�℄); for k � 1; as well,sine � was onstruted in suh way that to obtain a terminal word the omponentgrammars had to be of ompetene level = 1 when they started the derivation.Combining this proof with the proof of the orresponding statement of Lemma 3.1.,we obtain the result.
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